The solution of the mathematical model for flow in variably saturated porous media described 1 by Richards equation (RE) is subject to heavy numerical difficulties due to its highly non-2 linear properties and remains very challenging. Two different algorithms are used in this work 3 to solve the mixed-form of RE: the traditional iterative algorithm and a time-adaptive 4 algorithm consisting of changing the time step magnitude within the iteration procedure while 5 the state variable is kept constant. The Ross method is an example of this type of scheme, and 6 we show that it is equivalent to the Newton-Raphson method with a time-adaptive algorithm. 7 Both algorithms are coupled to different time stepping strategies: the standard heuristic 8 approach based on the number of iterations and two strategies based on the time truncation 9 error or on the change of water saturation. Three different test cases are used to evaluate the 10 efficiency of these algorithms. 11
Introduction 18
Water movement in soils is one of the key processes in the water cycle since it contributes to 19 the renewal of groundwater resources through recharge, to vegetation growth through 20 transpiration, to soil fertility through salinization/alteration and to atmospheric humidity 21 through evaporation and transpiration. Water movement is usually modeled using the 22
Richards equation (Richards, 1931) , which is now commonly adopted for many studies in soil 23 science and/or hydrology, including the use of physically based hydrological models applied 24 to large-scale catchments and for long time simulations (e.g., for climate change studies). 25
However, this equation is highly nonlinear and despite numerous efforts over the last 40 26 years, its numerical solution requires much computational time. 
47
This model is usually associated with Mualem model (Mualem, 1976) A summary of the most popular relations can be found in Belfort et al. (2013) . 51
Due to the strong heterogeneities of the unsaturated zone and nonlinearities in the constitutive 52 relations (Eq. (4) and (5)), analytical solution of RE does not exist except in special cases 53 (Celia et al., 1990; van Dam and Feddes, 2000) . Therefore, numerical methods such as finite 54 difference (Feddes et al., 1988; Romano et al., 1998; van Dam and Feddes, 2000) , finite 55
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The previous mass balance equation (6) leads to the following equation for cell i: 109
The Newton-Raphson method was initially developed as a root-finding algorithm of an 112 arbitrary equation that has been generalized for solving a system of non-linear equations. 113
Applied to the soil moisture form of the RE and using an implicit scheme, the NR consists in 114 defining a residual based on the mass balance equation (Eq. (6)) at iteration k for time step 115 n+1 and for cell i written as: 116
The NR consists in computing the solution at iteration k+1 by estimating the residual of the 119 next iteration 1, 1 n k i R   using a first order Taylor development and setting it equal to zero as: 120
The derivatives of this residual are: 123
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Newton Raphson method for the mixed form Richards' equation 136
Because the pressure-based formulation does not ensure mass conservation -except for the 137 approximation provided by Rathfelder and Abriola (1994) -and due to the limitations of the 138 moisture-based formulation (see previous section), the mixed formulation has been widely 139 used since the work of Celia et al. (1990) . 140
The mixed form of the Richards equation given by equation (1) is rewritten as: 141
and is discretized by: 143
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is the time step magnitude 147 defined by
Matrices A, B, E and vector F depend on the numerical scheme 148 used for the spatial discretization. The implicit scheme is applied for the spatial discretization. 149
For the Newton-Raphson method, the residual is defined now by: 150 
153
Looking for
, the system to solve is similar to Eq. (10): 154
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saturation. 205
For the Ross method, the fluxes are computed first and the time step magnitude is calculated 206 accordingly using 207
where max S  is the user-defined maximum saturation change. After the computation of the 209 actual change in the saturation, the time step is modified if the maximum of the actual change 210
where  is a user-defined value, according to: 211
and the system of equations is solved again. More details about handling the fluxes at 213 boundaries and saturated conditions can be found in Crevoisier et al. (2009 ), Ross (2003 and 214 Varado et al. (2006b) . 215 216 Adaptive time stepping strategies based on time truncation error control were found to be 217 superior to others approaches (Hirthe and Graf, 2012; Kavetski et al., 2001; Tocci et al., 218 Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess- -622, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Method of Lines consists of discretization of the spatial part of the PDE only, leading to a 221 system of ordinary differential equations. It has been found to be significantly more efficient 222 than other temporal discretizations (Miller et al., 2006) . However, Kavetski and Binning 223 (2002b) reported difficulties in obtaining convergence for the DASPK solver associated with 224 an arithmetic mean of inter-block conductivities for the most difficult problem addressed by 225 Miller et al. (1998) . 226 The adaptive scheme used in this work evaluates the time steps through truncation error due 227 to the temporal discretization as proposed by Thomas and Gladwell (1988) . This scheme was 228 already applied to the pressure-based formulation by Kavetski et al. (2001) and to the 229 moisture-based formulation by Kavetski and Binning (2004) . 230 The difference between the first-order and second-order time approximations can be 231 considered as an estimate of the local truncation error of the first-order scheme. The first-232 order approximation is given by: 233
The second-order approximation is: 235
This truncation error is given by: 238
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,
When the truncation error is smaller than γ, the temporal truncation error tolerance defined by 240 the user, the size of the next time step is calculated by: 241
When the truncation error is superior to γ, the computation is repeated with a reduced time 243 step defined as following: 244
where r max and r min are user-defined constants used to avoid too drastic changes of the time 246 step. s is considered to be a safety factor that ensures that the time step changes are 247 reasonable. EPS is used to avoid floating point errors when the truncation error becomes too 248 small. 249 250
Evaluation of the algorithms' performance 251
We applied the NR method to the mixed form of RE using the standard iterative algorithm 252 
268
The tested algorithms are summarized in Table 1 . Computations of all possible combinations 269 for the standard iterative scheme have been performed. We present only the four most 270 efficient algorithms. 271
We investigated three one-dimensional problems with various initial and boundary conditions 272 and hydraulic functions to assess the accuracy, efficiency and computational costs of the 273 different algorithms. The selected test cases represent a range of difficult infiltration problems 274 widely analyzed in the literature: 275 -TC1: infiltration in a homogeneous initially dry soil with constant prescribed pressure 276 at the surface and prescribed pressure at the bottom (Celia et al., 1990) ; 277
-TC2: infiltration in a homogeneous soil initially at hydrostatic equilibrium with a 278 prescribed constant flux at the soil surface and prescribed pressure at the bottom 279 (Miller et al., 1998) ; 280 -TC3: infiltration/evaporation in an initially dry heterogeneous soil, with variable 281 positive and negative fluxes at the surface and free drainage at the base of the soil 282 column (Lehmann and Ackerer, 1998) . 283
For the three test cases, the soil hydraulic functions were described by Genuchten models (Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten, 1980) , see Eq. (4) and (5). 285
The required parameters, boundary conditions and initial conditions are summarized in Table  286 2. The evolution of the relative hydraulic conductivity, the water saturation and the specific 287 moisture capacity with respect to the pressure values are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3,  288 respectively. For TC1, the pressure will vary from -1000 cm to -75 cm only due to the 289 specific conditions of this test case. Therefore, the parameter variations are smaller than those 290 for the other test cases. Since the parameters' variations are more abrupt for test cases 2 and 3, 291 their solutions are more challenging. 292
Preliminary tests were performed to define the optimal spatial discretization. We assume that 293 the errors are only originated from the time step size and the linearization. 294
The following criteria were used for the time stepping strategy: 295 -k 1 =0.80, k 2 =1.20, m 1 =5, m 2 =10, which are the usual values for the heuristic strategy 296 defined by Eq. (19) ; 297 -r min =0.10, r max =4.0,s=0.9, EPS=10 -10 , which are the standard values for the time 298 stepping scheme based on time discretization error defined by Eq. (26) (Kavetski et 299 al., 2001) 
16
-the maximum change in saturation has been evaluated using the maximum change in 301 the pressure according to the following relationship: 302 found to be negligible since we solved the mass-conserving RE form. 313
While it is necessary to satisfy the global mass balance for an accurate numerical scheme, a 314 low mass balance error is not sufficient to ensure the accuracy of the solution. Therefore, 315 solutions have also been compared with the reference solution obtained using a very fine 316 temporal discretization and the iterative Newton-Raphson method. This comparison is based 317 on the average relative error defined by: 318 This test case simulates an infiltration into a homogeneous porous medium. This problem is 336 addressed here because it has been widely analyzed previously by many authors like 337 Bouchemella et al. (2015) , Celia et al. (1990), El Kadi and Ling (1993) , Rathfelder and 338 Abriola, (1994), Tocci et al. (1997) , among others. The computations were performed with a 339
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When the time stepping scheme is based on saturation, for both iterative and time-adaptive 349 algorithms, the number of iterations required to solve the problem is proportional to the 350 relative tolerance. Therefore, highly accurate solutions incur high computational costs. Table 4) . 356
The three types of errors provide the same information. The best solution for one type of error 357 is also the best solution for the two others. 358
On average, the iterative algorithm is faster than the time-adaptive algorithm that requires 359 more iterations for a given error. This is also shown in Figure 4 algorithms. Irrespective of the tolerance, this algorithm leads to a wetting front moving faster 364 (Fig. 5) . 365
When the relative tolerance is set to a very low value ( r  =10 -5 ), the iterative scheme with 366 time stepping based on the saturation changes shows behavior that is different from that found 367 for the less restrictive tolerance. The criterion based on truncation errors is no longer 368 significant (N trunc =252), possibly explaining why the accuracy of the scheme remains 369 constant. This also indicates that errors due to time discretization have to be handled, either in 370 the convergence criterion or in the time stepping strategy. 371
For this test case, the most efficient algorithms are the iterative algorithms using the time 372 stepping strategy based on truncation error (ST_or based on the saturation changes 373 (SS_t, except for the case of very high precision where ST_outperforms the other 374 algorithms. 375 376
TC2: Infiltration in a homogenous soil with hydrostatic initial conditions 377
This test case models an infiltration in a 200 cm vertical column of unconsolidated clay loam 378 with non-uniform grain size distribution and was considered by Miller et al. (1998) to be a 379 very challenging test. This problem was found to be more challenging from the numerical 380 point of view compared to TC1 due to the relative permeability function that enhances the 381 non-linear behavior of Richards' equation (Fig. 1, 2, 3) . The cell size has been set to 0.125 382 cm, the initial time step to 10 -5 s and the maximum time step magnitude to 1000 s. 383
The different norms for the iterative and the time-adaptive schemes are given in Tables 5 and  384 6. 385
Investigation of this test case leads to similar qualitative conclusions when the time stepping 386 scheme is based on the saturation differences (SS_t and TA_S). The standard scheme 387
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21
The relative errors estimated by the iterative algorithms and the time-adaptive algorithms are 412 presented in Tables 7 and 8 , respectively, and are plotted in Figure 8 . 413
The standard iterative scheme fails to converge within the maximum number of iterations 414 . At this stage of our work, we were not able to provide a meaningful 425 explanation for this effect. 426
The time-adaptive algorithm with the saturation based time stepping scheme is the most 427 efficient for an L 2 -norm greater than 10 -4 . For more accurate results, the iterative method with 428 the time stepping strategy using the truncation error must be preferred. The impact of the time 429 stepping strategy for these two algorithms is shown in Figure 9 for approximately the same 430 L 2 -norm (2.051 10 -3 within 1283 iterations for TA_S and 1.517 10 -3 within 6504 iterations for 431 ST_). The time step changes is related to the boundary conditions variations as expected. 432
The strategy based on the saturation variation leads to a longer time step than the strategy 433 using the time truncation error. This difference can be quite important (see the simulation 434
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where k is the iteration counter. 19 20
The residual derivatives are: 21 22
Therefore, the system to solve is: 25 26
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The numerical code is written in FORTRAN 90 and is available upon request. 79
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